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Executive Summary 
 
Road traffic accidents are a major public health concern and a leading cause of 
death and injuries in Tanzania and globally.  
 
In 2010 Tanzania witnessed 24,665 road accidents and last year till December 15, the 
country witnessed 23,370 road accidents. A day hardly passes without reading a story 
about a road accident in our country. To every reported accidents there many others 
which go unreported.  
 
Road accidents inflict  injuries and render innocent people disabled, road crashes 
cause premature death to innocent people and young people and children suffer the 
most when these accidents happen, they lose parents, guardian and hence live lives 
without parental care, when income are diverted for treatment of the accident victims or 
a bread winner dies in the accident children are likely to drop from school.  
 
Road traffic accidents place a heavy burden on health and family and economies of 
the country. Infrastructure is damaged, experienced people die while others and ren-
dered cripple. Business lose customers, insurance companies are burned,    
  
If present trends continue unchecked, road traffic accidents will increase considerably 
in 
most parts of the country . 
 
The United Nations has earmarked 2011-2020 as a decade to remember, it calls all 
her member states to make sure within this decade countries put efforts and strategies 
aiming to reduce road accidents and hence make road safe to everybody.  
 
In Tanzania accidents happen due to drivers and pedestrians recklessness, failure by 
law enforcers to enforce various laws regarding road safety, lack of road marks/signs, 
minimal knowledge on importance of seat belts and the dangers associated by over 
speeding, tiredness on the part of drivers, and drinking and driving.  
     
To minimize this culpable road accidents, we insist on speed management, law en-
forcement, use of seat belts, helmets and children restraint, proper signs on road in-
cluding construction sites, reflectors on vehicles and ensure that all drivers undergo 
training before they are issued with license. 
 
The general public must now take interest and a lead role in ensuring safety on our 
roads. YES Tanzania call for good practice in road safety to be observed and shared.   
 
Key risk factors need to be identified and addressed, if we are to make our road safe to 

use. This should not be left to traffic police alone. At the end of the we are all at risk, if 

we do not address this menace 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION: 
 
 
YES Tanzania a youth focused, youth led non 
governmental organization based in Mbeya re-
gion, organized a three days event to mark the 
World Day for Remembrance of Road Traffic Vic-
tims on November 20 this year in Mbeya region.  
 
The event was organized so as to bring together, 
media practitioners, politicians, policy makers, lo-
cal and central government officials, clergy men 
and women, school and community groups, insur-
ance companies, health personnel, business oper-
ators so that, we can all draw our attention to the 
loss caused by road traffic accidents to individual, 
families, communities and the country at large. 
 
As we all might be aware road traffic accidents 
cause abrupt death to our loved, injuries, suffer-
ings and loss to the victims  
 
The day was also used to campaign for victims of 
road crashes to be given the respect and compas-
sion as victims of other disasters and violence.  
 
The observation of the remembrance day started 
by having a two days interactive discussions in-
volving bus driver, bodaboda  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Did you know..?  
 
That the higher the speed the higher the 
risk and the likelihood of death?  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On behalf of 
all the partici-
pants the chief 
guest lit a candle 
as a sign to remembrance and compassionate to those who have lost their lives, those 
who have sustained injuries  in culpable road crash accidents and the families of the 
victims. “Your loss is our loss” Balama told the families who have lost relatives in road 

speakers from victims and victims families, faith 
based organizations, road users council. The 
discussion centered on the cause of road crash-
es on our roads and what people thought should 
be done to reduce the road crash accidents. The 
discussions took place on November 18

th
-19

th
 

2011 at Mkapa Conference Hall.   
 
Sunday the 20

th
 November 2011 was the climax 

day, observations of the remembrance day 
which attracted about 600 people mainly stu-
dents from primary and secondary schools took 
place at Ruanda Nzovwe primary school 
grounds, the Mbeya District Commissioner 
Evance Balama officiated the event on behalf of 
the Mbeya Regional Commissioner. 
 
 
On behalf of all the participants the chief guest lit 
a candle as a sign of remembrance and com-
passionate to those who have lost their lives, 
those who have sustained injuries  in road crash 
accidents and the families of the victims. “Your 
loss is our loss” Balama told the  



families who have lost relatives in road crashes.   
 
Prior to the DC speaking the audience had a 
chance to participate on sermon lead by religious 
leaders from Christians and Muslim denomina-
tions.  
 
Interesting was to hear the DC giving a testimoni-
al as to how much he is touched and embar-
rassed when he hears accident news, he said he 
has witnessed grease accidents a memory which 
will never fade in his mind. 
 
YES Tanzania believes that, road users have the 
power to minimize road traffic accidents if only 
they work within limitations provided by roads, 
vehicles and laws.   
 
YES Tanzania also believes that for effective pre-
vention of road traffic accidents, or to minimize if 
not halt them, all road users and stakeholders 
should be involved in charting the way forward, 
this cause, it shouldn’t be left to the traffic police 
alone. In countries where stakeholders have 
played their role, there have been significant re-
duction of road accidents.        



Road Traffic Accidents On Our Roads  

In the year 2011, January through June a total number 

of 1,764 

deaths 

have been rec-

orded and 10, 

122 injuries 

have been rec-

orded.   

 
 
These statistics are shocking and calls for our concert-
ed efforts to end these menace, everybody, every or-
ganization should have a contribution in ending this 
culpable accidents, while we can’t have a one answer 
fits all, to begin with changing the attitude of road us-
ers will be an issue of paramount importance.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Did You Know that? 
In the year 2010, about 3,582 peo-
ple lost their lives and 20, 652 peo-
ple were injured in roads crashes 

I have witnessed two grease acci-
dents, what I saw I will never for-
get, I appeal to you all to be proac-
tive take actions, call me call the 
police should you need our support 
to prevent accidents. Mbeya Dis-
trict Commissioner Evance Balama 
Said.  



Why Prevent Road Traffic Accidents?  
 
Preventing road accidents is a legal and moral duty to us all,  article 
three of the declaration of human rights states that “Everyone has the 
right to life, liberty and security of person.” This means that no 
ones life should be terminated abruptly or rendered cripple.   
 
Road accidents depletes family income, the money saved is diverted 
to treatment of vic-

tims, and hence af-
fecting family plans.  

 
In some situations if 
the road accidents 

claim the lives of 
bread winners in 

the family leaving the 
family with no one to de-

pend to.  
 
The country loses experts and workforce and leaders, a good example 
is the loss of Hon Salome Mbatia (Minister …….), Edward Moringe 
Sokoine (Prime Minister xxxxx, Chacha Wangwe (MP xxxxx) …. 
MPxxxx, road traffic accidents sometimes overwhelms the health per-
sonnel and hence make them fail to deliver quality services. When an 
accidents kills a child or a young people the country is robbed who 
knows may be a future, president, teacher, lawyers, engineer.  
 
With the increasing trend of road traffic accidents in the country, this 
calls for more commitment and concerted efforts to address the prob-
lem.  
 
The reason why this should be everybody’s concern is that, today is 
someone else, you never know tomorrow it could you.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Did you know that..? 
 
At least three pedestrians are killed on our 
roads every day 
 
What are you doing to prevent these culpa-
ble deaths?  



Issues Raised in The Two Days Discussions 
 
In the two days discussion, participants were able to identify what 
they thought were the main causes of road traffic accidents on our 
roads.  
 
The following were identified as the leading cause of accidents 
 
Speeding:  
Speeding dominated the discussion, all participants agreed that 
speeding was the leading cause of accidents on our roads. Called 
for YES Tanzania to work with the traffic department to sensitize 
drivers and passenger on the danger of speeding. 
  
It was pointed during the discussion that, speeding is chochead             
by passenger, some passenger particularly business operators pre-
fer buses which travel at high speed to buses which travel ata re-
quired speed. This kind of behavior exposes them and other road 
users to great risk in case of an accident. Speeding is also caused 
bt competition for passenger.  
 
Non Compliance of laws  
 
It was pointed that drivers and other road users do not comply with 
road safety rules, at a place where a vehicle a vehicle is supposed 
to be driven at 30KMP is driven up to 80KMP. People are required 
to fasten seat belts but in most cases passenger do not use seat 
belts.  
 
Motorcycles riders are required to use helmet but they do not do so. 
This lack of compliance has claimed the lives of many people and 
left many crippled.  
 
Drinking alcohol and Driving  
 
Drinking alcohol and driving is common in Mbeya     region, 
It is a common scene to see cars parked at bars.  
 
 
 

  

 
   

 
 

 
 

If it is illegal to drink alcohol and drive, 
who drives all those vehicles we see 
parked at bars at night and during the day 
time  



Vehicle quality: Some vehicles are not road worth, but they are left 
to be used, on vehicle quality tyres and other vehicle parts were 
mentioned.  
    
Traffic Police Negligence: Corruption by some unscrupulous traffic 
police is another cause of road traffic accidents according to the 
participants. They said that traffic police do not inspect road worthi-
ness of vehicles as they are given bribe by drivers or owners vehi-
cles which are not road worth. This according to participants leads 
to vehicles which are not road worth to be on the road, drivers not to 
fear traffic police as they know that, all it takes is to give the traffic 
police bribe and you are free.   
 
Use of mobile phones while driving: Participants said some driv-
ers luck professionalism, they use mobile phones while driving 
something which in some incidences leads to accidents  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Road signs: It was pointed in the 
two days discussion that some parts of our roads have no roads 
signs something which contributes to accidents. 
 
Tiredness: Drivers tiredness (fatigue) is another contributing factors 
to accidents. Drivers need to be encouraged to spare time to rest 
after every six hours so that they can gain energy. With passenger 
vehicles it was suggested that two drivers should be a must.  
 
Overloading: According to participants overloading is also a cause 
of accidents as an overloaded vehicle loses balance. In the case of 
overloading passenger, the number of injuries or death increases as  
a result of overloading.   
 
 
  
 

Did you know that.. 
 
 



Suggested ways of Reducing Road Accidents  

 
It was suggested by participants speed management program by 
traffic police should be implemented. Other stakeholders should be 
involved. People travelling in public service vehicles should be pro-
active in terms of ensuring that the driver is driving at the allowable 
driving speed.  
 
Traffic police in check points should be checking time tables on 
buses and drivers found to have arrived before the time should be 
prosecuted and held till their time table time.  
 
It was proposed that awareness campaign on speed limit should be 
conducted so as to remind drivers that honey moon is over. There 
is no reason as to why traffic police should not be consistent on en-
force the speed limit law.  
 
Participants pointed that the likelihood of crash is higher when a 
driver is driving at higher speed that driving at the low or agreeable 
speed. According to participants injuries and fatal also when a vehi-
cle is at a high speed. So reduction of road carnages at fatalities 
will require speed management program.  
 
They went as farther as saying that children and disabled and other 
road users will benefit from this program, because in most cases 
they are killed in situations where by a vehicle is traveling above 
60km/h.  
 
However they cautioned that for the program to yield the desired 
result, there need to be a strong will from road users and particular-
ly the government. As without strong and sustained public commit-
ment and determination to enforce the speed limit law, the program 
is unlikely to bear the intended results of reducing road accidents.  
 
Teach children road safety rules. Both in and out school should be 
taught road uses. YES Tanzania in collaboration with other like-
minded organization should come up with a modality to reach chil-
dren and teach them how to use roads.  
 
Use seat Belts: Seat belts should be used regularly. All vehicles 
should be inspected to check whether they have seat belts or not 
and passenger should be instructed to use the fitted seat belts.   
 
  
 
    
 



Most of the vehicles in Tanzania are fitted with seat belts, but people 
do not use them. Traffic police should make sure that people are us-
ing the seat belts fitted in vehicles. Once the seat belt is installed in a 
vehicle the next thing is using them.  
 
One of the neglected thing is the use of children restraints, in both 
public and private vehicles. This act exposes children in great risk in 
case of accident.  
 
YES Tanzania will work with relevant authorities to encourage seat 
belt fitting and usage by passenger.  
 
YES Tanzania will encourage inspection of standard, as of now it 
common to find a seat belt which doesn’t function properly, either 
lacks a buckle or is just not fasting/locking after inserting in the buck-
le. It seems the majority of Tanzanians do not care whether the seat 
belt is functioning or not as they do not bother to ask the bus at-
tendant to fix the problem. This has resulted to serious injuries and 
sometimes death during accidents. Seat belts helps to prevent the 
passenger from hitting/crashing with surfaces during an accident. 
The same applies to children restraint that is why YES Tanzania is 
insisting on using children restraint to save them from serious injuries 
and untimely death.  
 
YES Tanzania intends to develop and deliver a public campaign on 
the danger of speeding and importance of seat belts and children re-
straints  
 
YES Tanzania will primarily target young people and children through 
sports and other mechanisms like producing brochures, radio pro-
grams, in school and out school discussion forums and use of guest 
speakers  to deliver life saving information on road safety.  
 
Youth like sports either by playing or watching, so we will use sports 
as a vehicle to attract young people and children and hence deliver 
the messages. Our volunteers are trained on how to integrate vari-
ous development issues into sports.  
 
Wearing seat belts should be compulsory, and observing speed limit 
should be compulsory tool.  
 
All this are possible should there be concerted efforts from both, the 
government, NGOs, business sector, and individuals.    
 
     


